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Thank You
Dear UCF Literacy Symposium Community,
We hope this Spring 2021 newsletter finds you and yours well!
Although the COVID-19 pandemic shifted our lives, we all created new ways to stay connected,
created supportive communities, and continued to learn. From November 2020 to March 2021,
we offered two virtual professional learning workshops per month. A total of 939 educators
registered for our events this year. To our amazing presenters and community—thank you all, for
your participation and support!
We created the Spring 2021 Newsletter as a means of support to you. We included relevant
literacy and SEL resources for supporting all students’ literacy development and learning as we
move forward.
Thank you UCF Literacy Symposium community for providing sustainable support to students and
families amid monumental disruptions! We applaud each one of you for your resiliency, care, and
commitment to every student’s literacy and learning.
We remain committed to supporting the literacy needs of PreK-12 educators and students. Feel
free to visit our event homepage for information on upcoming events and check out our
Resources and What’s New pages.
Wishing everyone health and safety,
Vicky Zygouris-Coe
UCF Literacy Symposium, Founder & Committee Chair

Participant
Testimonials

· The engaging and interactive sessions. (Caroline Pratt Merritt, Exceptional
Education)
· The flexibility in the design, the multiple sessions - an a la carte offering. If you
couldn't attend one session due to the date, you could always try another. You
could pick topics most relevant to you. (Dena Slanda, Exceptional Education)
· I loved that many of the sessions focused on the importance of SEL in tandem
with literacy support. In this most unique of years, this connection was extremely
timely as our teachers and our students were faced with the many challenges of
teaching and learning in a pandemic. I was especially impressed that the sessions
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included SEL support for both students and teachers alike. (Pam Ferrante,
Instructional Practice Specialist)
· As an Education librarian I work with students that will become our future
PreK-12 educators and manage a library collection that must be built to meet their
educational themed academic and curricular needs. To do so, it is imperative that I
keep abreast of current trends, and UCF’s Literacy Symposium is the perfect
avenue to accomplish this. The sessions I attended on Social and Emotional
Learning greatly enhanced my knowledge and in turn, my ability to work with and
serve our educational faculty and our future teachers. I look forward to future
sessions. (Amy Dovydaitis, University Librarian)
· The topics were timely and the seminars were spread out over time; making it
easier to attend. (Teacher)
· The information shared was relevant and based on current research. (Martha
Rockey, Teacher)
· Interesting speakers and subjects. The whole symposium was informative and
highly effective for the literacy community. The speakers were knowledgeable on
their expertise in the literacy world for professionals. (Janey Elbert, Personal Care
Assistant)
· The ability to watch in the evenings after a busy workday. (Teacher)
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Ways to Support English Language
Learners' Social Emotional
Learning Needs

Courtney Lopas, M.Ed.
Doctoral Candidate, Ph.D. in
Education, Reading Education
School of Teacher Education,
College of Community
Innovation & Education,
University of Central Florida
Contact:
LitSymposium@ucf.edu

English Language Learners (ELLs) have unique social and emotional needs
as they adjust to new people, languages, environments, and cultures. Some
ELLs may experience:
Anxiety from adjusting to a new culture and not understanding the
language around them.
Loneliness from leaving friends and family behind.
Trauma from their home countries or from their travels to America.
Resentment from being forced to leave their homes, family, and friends
and learn a new language.
Feeling of not belonging from being surrounded by people who may
not look, act, or sound like them.
Frustration from not understanding what is happening in their
surrounding environment.

It is important to remember that different cultures process emotions
differently. Below are tips to help support the unique SEL needs of ELLs.

Tips:

Support ELLs as they adjust to their new school norms and rules.
Help ensure ELLs’ basic needs are met (food, water, appropriate
clothing, basic school supplies, etc.).
Create an environment that feels safe and welcoming.
Incorporate ELLs’ native language and culture into the classroom.
Use instructional accommodations and adaptations based on the ELLs’
language proficiency.
Provide lots of modeling.
Use children’s literature to engage them in reading and talking about
texts, such as:
o The Name Jar by Yangsook Choi
o Angelina’s Island by Jeanette Winter
o Home at Last by Susan Middleton Elya
o Annushka’s Voyage by Edith Tarbescu
o Under My Hjab by Hena Khan

Additional Resources:
Social and Emotional Learning: Best Practices and Promising Programs
Suggested SEL Children’s Literature
SELspace – English Language Learner Supports
CMAS – Supporting the Settlement of Young Immigrant and Refugee
Children
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Literacy Resources to Enhance Social
Skills of Students
with Autism Spectrum Disorders
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) may need additional support with
social skills, including: making and keeping friends, as well as, engaging in
reciprocal social interaction. While each individual with ASD has unique needs and
abilities, common social challenges for students with ASD may include:
Rigidity/Insistence on sameness due to preference for routines and set
expectations.
Lack of sustained attention due to sensory-based stimuli and other
distractions.
Anxiety due to changes in routines, differing expectations, and frequent
transitions.
Emotional regulation due to challenges with communication, identification of
emotional states, and self-regulation.

Tips:
Utilize visual supports in the classroom to ensure student understanding and
fluency between transitions.
o Use visual schedules and visual timers as a concrete way to display
expectations.
o Consider websites like News-2-You, which scaffolds literature for students
with diverse needs and pairs the text with visuals.
Encourage oral storytelling to familiarize students with story grammar and
patterns among stories.
Use graphic novels and comic books to pique students’ attention. Incorporate
social skills-focused books such as:
o The Social Skills Picture Book for High School and Beyond by Jed Baker
o The Social Skills Picture Book: Teaching Play, Emotion, and Communication to
Children with Autism by Jed Baker
o Social Thinking and Me by Michelle Garcia Winner & Linda K. Murphy
o Social Fate/Social Fortune by Pamela Crooke & Michelle Garcia Winner
Read aloud with students! Incorporate books with a focus on Social-Emotional
learning and difficult situations with peers. Discuss the situation(s) and talk
through the scenarios. Practice perspective-taking and ask students, “What
would you do?" in this situation. See suggested readings below:
o My Mouth is a Volcano by Julia Cook
o What If Everybody Did That? by Ellen Javernick
o What Should Danny Do? by Adir Levy
o How Full is Your Bucket? by Tom Rath
o Wemberly Worried by Kevin Henkes

Chelsea Pierce, M.Ed.
Doctoral Student, Ph.D. in
Exceptional Student Education
School of Teacher Education,
College of Community
Innovation & Education,
University of Central Florida
Contact:
chelsea2009@knights.ucf.edu

Additional Resources:
Visual Supports Checklist for the Classroom
Increasing Oral Storytelling Skills
News-2-You (Differentiated current events literature with scaffolding)
Visual Timers
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Looking Back, Looking Forward:
Literacy Engagement & Socio-emotional
Learning
Vicky Zygouris-Coe, Ph.D.
University of Central Florida
Literacy Symposium, Founder
and Committee Chair
Contact: vzygouri@ucf.edu

As we think about school re-entry in the future, we can use lessons learned
from this unprecedented year to help us sustain student growth and
success. Here are 20 messages that are worth remembering as we
continue to support all students’ literacy and socio-emotional needs.
1. Books to support students’ reading, literacy, and SEL
2. Books to create a culturally responsive learning environment
3. Books to connect with students
4. Books to fuel children’s imagination
5. Books to read the world
6. Choice benefits for literacy engagement and learning
7. Communication, discussions, and collaborations
8. Focus on what matters
9. Motivation, literacy, and learning
10. Partnerships with parents, families, school mental health professionals,
and the community
11. Reading for fun
12. Reading for academic purposes
13. Relationships remain at the center of student engagement
14. Safe, positive, and supportive learning environments
15. SEL across grades and content areas
16. Strategic technology integration in teaching and learning
17. Strategies to help teachers and students build self-regulation skills
18. Students at the heart of literacy instruction
19. Teacher SEL matters
20. Writing as a tool for expression and learning
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Additional Resources
Literacy Teaching & Learning
Selecting Mentor Texts with Academic, Linguistic, Cultural,
and Social-Emotional Responsiveness
Digital Resources in Early Childhood Literacy Development
The Screen Time Dilemma: Picture Books as Tools to Guide
Reflection on Social Habits and Cultural Practices

Webinar
Archive

SEL—Students
8 Ways to Bolster Executive Function in Teens and Tweens
How and Why to Introduce Visual Note-Taking to Your
Students
School Library Journal: The Classroom Bookshelf

Visit our webinar
archive and related
resources.

SEL—Educators
Enhancing Social-Emotional Learning with Self-Regulation
for Learning
Teacher Voice: One Teacher’s Advice to Help Students Note
Just Survive, but Thrive in Remote Learning
Using a ‘Less is More’ Approach to Engage Parents

Developed by Vicky Zygouris-Coe
Designed by Kelsey Lunsford

Parents
Celebrate Family Reading Every Day
5 Ways Hope Can Improve Your Child’s Academic Skills
Use Brain Breaks to Help Your Kids Rechange and Refocus
Books
ALA Notable Children’s Books 2021
NCTE 2021 Notable Poetry Books and Verse Novels
Recommended Booklists for Young Children by Colorín
Colorado
What Kids are Reading, 2021 Report
Other
SEL Infographic
UCF Literacy Symposium Fall 2020 Newsletter
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